CANADIAN OFFICE WORKERS
LOVE CANON COPIERS
FOR EASE OF USE

THE CANON CHALLENGE
Canadian market research study*

Why Ease of Use?
With the release of our Third Generation imageRUNNER ADVANCE models,
we knew our interface was something that should be shared. At Canon,
our products are well-known for being easy to customize, easy to read,
and easy to follow and it was critical that we once again test our interface
compared to leading copier manufacturers - Konica Minolta, Ricoh, and
Xerox. You have a choice in who handles your copier business, and we're
confident that once you experience our interface, you'll see the difference.

Simplicity Matters.
Every time something is printed, it hits a company’s bottom line.
The typical office employee prints roughly 60 pages a day, or 12,000 sheets a year. At
between one cent and 10 cents per page, all of this printing adds up quickly.
Studies estimate the average worker throws away about 25% of what they print; what
does this waste mean to you?
If office employees are unable to use or understand the technology in the office, this
can further lead to increased costs, a greater IT burden, and ultimately more end-user
frustration.

How Do You Quantify Ease of Use?
In Q1-2016, Canon Canada Inc. partnered with a third-party market research organization, Environics Research Group Ltd. to
discover if Canadian office workers truly preferred the ease of use of the Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE user interface
(compared to comparable Konica Minolta, Ricoh, and Xerox multifunction copiers).
From December, 2015 to January, 2016, Canon Canada Inc. shipped the Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE 6555i, Konica Minolta
bizhub 554e, Ricoh MP 6054, and the Xerox WorkCentre 5955 multifunctional copiers to Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, and
Calgary, where Environics Research Group Ltd. conducted single-blind tests with Canadian office workers.
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Putting Our Interface to the Test.
Canadian office workers with various levels of experience were randomly selected
(telephone screened) to participate in the 'Ease-of-Use' study. Once qualified, each
participant visited a regional testing facility, where they were advised that they
were being filmed and observed as they completed their tasks.
Participants were assigned two randomized tasks (copy/scan) to be completed
on each of the four copiers. Each copier was labeled "A", "B", "C", and "D" in order
for participants and the moderator to identify the copiers (these letters were
rotated after each participant). Before completing the hands-on evaluation of the
interfaces, they were asked to identify the multifunction copier that they found the
easiest to use (physically point at the copier and vocalize the letter of preference).
Lastly, participants completed an exit survey; where they were asked to evaluate
their experience and the multifunction copiers.

Who Were the Canadian Office Workers?
Employees of any SMB organization that:
~ Used any copier/printer brand
~ Used a copier at least once per day or week
~ Were not the decision-maker (respecting copiers) for their organization

About Environics Research Group Ltd
Environics Research Group Ltd. is a global company based in Canada that offers a full range of quantitative and qualitative
research services, as well as a unique social values methodology and unrivaled advanced analytics capabilities. Environics is one
of Canada's leading marketing and public opinion research firms, with a reputation for integrity, accuracy, and insight. Environics
has been providing consulting and research services for businesses, governments, and not-for-profit organizations for more than
30 years.
www.environics.ca
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Canadian Office Workers Have Spoken.
7 in 10 (74%) Canadian office workers

rate the Canon copier easiest to use overall compared to the Xerox, Konica Minolta, and Ricoh copiers.

Over half (55%) of Canadian office workers
rank the Canon copier easiest to use overall compared to the
Xerox, Konica Minolta, and Ricoh copiers.

58%

Konica Minolta

15%

Ricoh
11%
Xerox
19%
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Canon
55%

51%

When compared to the Konica Minolta, Ricoh and
Xerox copiers, 58% of male and 51% of female
Canadian office workers rank the Canon copier as
easiest to use when performing copying
and scanning tasks.

Company Size & Industry Representation
This study had participants from varying company sizes:
500+ employees (59%), 100-499 employees (21%), and
5-99 employees (20%)

The main reasons for rating a copier as the easiest to use are
clear-to-read text (78%) and easy-to-follow instructions (75%).
Among Canadian office workers who chose the Canon copier as
the easiest to use over the Konica Minolta, Ricoh, and Xerox
copiers, over 8 in 10 (84%) attributed it to the perception that
the text was clear-to-read.

Canadian office workers were able to
complete an average of 5 out of 8 tasks
(based on two different tasks across four copiers)

The top three words that Canadian
office workers chose to describe the
copier tasks were:

Common (57%)
Typical (41%) Simple (37%)

THE CANON CHALLENGE

Attributes of an Easy-to-Use Copier

Canadian market research study*

Participants in the Ease-of-Use research study were from
various industries across Canada; with Healthcare, Government, and Financial being the most represented.
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Canadian Office Workers Have Spoken.
The Canon Experience.
“It was the best one.”
“I found it was my favourite. It was obvious.
The decision is right there.”
“Especially at work, people are already stressed so with
the graphics, it’s just a quick simple thing to use.”
"It's almost like it's thinking for you so that you
don't have to do the thinking."
“It’s easy to understand.”
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4 to 1 (80%) Canadian office workers rank the Canon copier
easier to use when compared to the Konica Minolta copier.

80% of Canadian office workers
chose the Canon copier over the
Konica Minolta copier as the
easier copier to use.

THE CANON CHALLENGE

Only 15% of Canadian office workers
rank the Konica Minolta copier as
easiest to use (compared to the
Canon, Xerox, and Ricoh copiers).

Canadian market research study*

43% of Canadian office workers
rate the Konica Minolta copier
as difficult to use.
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Nearly 3 to 1 (73%) Canadian office workers rank the Canon
copier easier to use when compared to the Ricoh copier.

50% of Canadian office workers
rate the Ricoh copier as difficult
to use.

Only 11% of Canadian office workers
rank the Ricoh copier as easiest to use
(compared to the Canon, Xerox, and
Konica Minolta copiers).

73% of Canadian office workers
chose the Canon copier
over the Ricoh copier as the
easier copier to use.
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2 to 1 (68%) Canadian office workers rank the Canon
copier easier to use when compared to the Xerox copier.

68% of Canadian office
workers chose the
Canon copier over the
Xerox copier as the
easier copier to use.

THE CANON CHALLENGE

Only 19% of Canadian office
workers rank the Xerox copier
as easiest to use (compared to
Canon, Konica Minolta, and
Ricoh copiers).

Canadian market research study*

32% of Canadian office workers
rate the Xerox copier as difficult
to use.
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imageRUNNER ADVANCE
an award winning product line

Award-Winning Technology
Canon technology and expertise can help businesses achieve their goals by delivering operational efficiencies, improving
information management, and simplifying document processes. The imageRUNNER ADVANCE platform has earned numerous
awards and recognition from leading industry analysts for its innovation, design, and environmental features.

2009

2016 A3 MFP
Line of the Year Award

2014 A4 MFP
Line of the Year Award
for Energy Efficiency

2013 A3 MFP
Line of the Year Award
for Energy Efficiency

2009

Canon Inc.

Canon Inc.

imageRUNNER
ADVANCE Series

imageRUNNER
ADVANCE Series

Scan Functionality

Ease of Use

Buyers Laboratory, LLC (BLI)
Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI) is the world's leading independent provider of analytical information, services, and tools to
the document imaging industry. In addition to publishing testing reports on document imaging devices, each representing
months of exhaustive hands-on testing in its U.S. and UK laboratories, BLI has been the most comprehensive source of
competitive intelligence of MFPs, single-function printers and scanners, and production hardware, as well as on software and
consumables. BLI's database includes nearly 53,000 products globally.
www.buyerslab.com
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BLI Lab Test Reports
Comprehensive laboratory evaluations that concentrate on connectivity issues in detail, including areas such as multitasking,
installing a unit on a network, web-based administration, print drivers and administrative utilities, as well as fax and scanning
functionality, when applicable. A lab-tested unit is installed by the vendor in BLI's 13,500 square foot test lab, where BLI conducts
extensive durability testing on the product. Only units that have completed BLI's in-house lab testing and have proven to be dependable performers can receive BLI's “Certificate of Reliability.”

"49% lower than average estimated annual energy consumption." - imageRUNNER ADVANCE C250iF
"Easy operation from drivers and customizable control." - imageRUNNER ADVANCE C3325i
"Very good to excellent results in nearly every category BLI tested." - imageRUNNER ADVANCE C5250
"Excellent reliability, exceptional ease of use and robust scan functionality." - imageRUNNER ADVANCE C7260
"Higher than average tested cyan, yellow and black toner yields." - imageRUNNER ADVANCE C9280 PRO
"Lowest projected energy use in its class." - imageRUNNER ADVANCE 500iF
"The device stands out for its flawless reliability performance." - imageRUNNER ADVANCE 4235
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imageRUNNER ADVANCE
an award winning product line

Color imageRUNNER ADVANCE Product Line Awards
imageRUNNER ADVANCE
C350iF/C250iF
C250iF

C350iF

C250iF

C250iF

imageRUNNER ADVANCE
C3330i/C3325i
C3325i

C3325i

imageRUNNER ADVANCE
C5255/C5250/C5240A/
C5235A
C5255

C5250/40/35

C5250/40/35

C7260

C7260

imageRUNNER ADVANCE
C7270/C7260

imageRUNNER ADVANCE
C9280 PRO/C9270 PRO
C9280 PRO
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C9280 PRO

C5255

Monochrome imageRUNNER ADVANCE Product Line Awards
imageRUNNER ADVANCE
500iF/400iF
500iF

500iF

500iF

500iF

imageRUNNER ADVANCE
4251/4245/4235/4225
4225

4251/35

4245/35

imageRUNNER ADVANCE
6575i/6565i/6555i
Newest Addition

imageRUNNER ADVANCE
8505i/8595i/8585i
Newest Addition
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The imageRUNNER ADVANCE Experience
advancing simplicity

The imageRUNNER ADVANCE portfolio is an intelligent business platform built to complement every stage
of the document life cycle. From creation to sharing, output to archival, these devices are designed to
help you increase productivity and efficiency, meet security and environmental needs, control costs, and
optimize your return on investment.

Workflow Efficiency

Cost Management

Security

Device and Fleet
Management

Quality and Reliability

Sustainability
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The imageRUNNER ADVANCE platform can be
customized to help meet the specific requirements of
your business. It can integrate seamlessly with Canon
solutions and third-party software to provide powerful
output management, document capture, information
management, and automated workflow solutions that
help streamline daily business processes.

Workflow Efficiency
Designed to help save time and resources and increase productivity with efficient workflows and
intuitive ease of use.

Device and Fleet Management
Advanced capabilities for efficient fleet management
to help ease IT burden and maximize productivity.

Cost Management

Quality and Reliability

Identify and address areas for better management of
print and document related costs.

Outstanding quality and reliable performance to keep
environments moving.

Security

Sustainability

A range of standard and optional security capabilities
to help protect sensitive information.

Incorporating responsible design and efficient operation to help achieve environmental goals.
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It Begins with the User Interface.
• A familiar face. Every imageRUNNER ADVANCE device includes a large brightlylit, intuitive user interface that features a responsive colour touch-screen with smart
phone-like usability; helping to make carrying out tasks easy and simple.
• Display the functions that matter. Administrators have the ability to define which
functions are available to each device or user. This provides more precise control by
enabling Administrators to specify which functions are available to each user when they
are using the user interface.
• Your interface, your way. Customization is further achieved, with the ability to rearrange menu buttons, change the default wallpaper, and even create custom wallpapers;
allowing organizations to proudly display corporate logos and messaging.

Exceptional Personality.
My ADVANCE offers a personalized user experience at the device that helps to optimize
unique workflows for each individual user. Made possible when user authentication is
enabled, this feature provides the ability to customize displays, settings, and functions
for individual users' preferences and workflows.
• My Display. Customize your display language, initial screen, and accessibility settings.
Access your own job status and job history.
• My Settings. Improve efficiency with your personal default settings and previous
settings. Access your own personal Quick Menu.
• My Function. Access your own personal address book and secure print jobs. Easily
send to yourself or a personal folder.
Note: Certain My ADVANCE features are only available on select imageRUNNER ADVANCE models.

Fully Customizable Main Menu and Quick Menu.
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE Platform offers two different menu options: Main Menu where all features and functions are
available and a Quick Menu where the most common functions can be accessed. The Quick Menu allows users for instant
access to frequently performed jobs and allows them to create personal workflows that can make even complex office tasks
achievable with the touch of a button.
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Forced Reservation Printing.
Third Generation imageRUNNER ADVANCE devices include the option
to force users to release their print jobs from the print queue, at
the respective device. This powerful print security feature, allows
organizations to avoid leaving printed materials behind, prevent
accidental information leakage, and reduce misprinting. Users will
benefit from having the option to modify jobs that have been sent to
the Print queue (instead of reprinting).

Flexible Document Storage with Mail Boxes & Advance Box.
Mail Boxes provide the ability to store rasterized documents and is best suited for reprint purposes.
Documents are saved in a dedicated Canon format - keeping print settings saved for quick, on-demand simple
print execution, and incorporating into other documents also stored in your mail box.
Advance Box is a dynamic document storage function that promotes information sharing, management and
integration by using the device’s hard disk drive (HDD) as a shared network drive. It is not only easy, but also
flexible, and the best part, it doesn’t hamper your network by overloading the email server.

The imageRUNNER ADVANCE Experience

With internal and external finishing options available, each
imageRUNNER ADVANCE has the ability to streamline, and further
simplify document creation.
Decrease consumables usage and make it easier for users to separate
their originals with our Staple-free Stapling option. While up to 5 sheets
can be bound with 17 lb. Bond paper, the more common 20 lb. Bond
paper can bind up to 4 sheets using this method – selected either from
the print driver or the copy screen finishing options menu.
Staple On Demand provides a convenience stapler as part of the
finisher. This is helpful for re-stapling sets of originals that were
unbound in order to feed through the document feeder. It is also handy
for when the user forgets to choose the staple option from the print
driver or copy screen.

advancing simplicity

The Finishing Touches.
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Copying and Scanning Made Simple.
Copying or scanning documents through the imageRUNNER ADVANCE automatic document
feeders has never been so easy.
• Automatic colour detection comes standard.
• Third Generation imageRUNNER ADVANCE devices include a reminder notification for
originals left on the platen glass. If the platen is not opened and closed within three seconds
after the scanned job completes, the user is alerted of their forgotten original by an audible
tone and a warning message on the user interface.
• Select models include a reminder LED light on the document output tray that flashes after
documents are fed through, to remind the user to retrieve their originals.

Efficient Scanning.
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE Platform includes a number of powerful
scanning features to help improve productivity and efficiency in the
office; including: PDF High Compression, Searchable PDF (OCR), and
Scan to Office Open XML (output formats vary by Series), just to
name a few.
Third Generation imageRUNNER ADVANCE devices include powerful
scanning options to further assist in increasing productivity:
• Multi-Sheet Feed Detection: Stops the scan operation and notifies
the user if two or more sheets are sent through the feeder at the
same time in error.
• Skip Blank Pages: Automatically detects blank pages when scanning
originals and removes them from the generated file when utilizing
Send, or Store to Advanced Box.
• Original Content Orientation: Users can select the correct
orientation of a document before scanning from the platen glass, so
that it displays correctly.
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Flexible Connectivity.
Utilizing smartphone or tablet technology is easily achievable with the
imageRUNNER ADVANCE multifunction copiers. With a variety of mobile
solutions, organizations can be more efficient and productive with the
“on-the-go” flexibility of printing and scanning to mobile devices.

The Environment in Mind.
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE Platform is designed for high energy
efficiency and stellar performance. The combination of fusing
technologies and low-melting-point toner, helps contribute to lower
overall energy consumption by minimizing power requirements and
reducing energy use during warm-up and while in stand-by mode.
Third Generation imageRUNNER ADVANCE models are equipped with an
innovative motion sensor that detects user intentions, improving sleep
mode recovery and preserving energy even further.
Remote Shutdown/Weekly Timer allow Administrators to schedule device
shutdown when there are periods when they are not in use.

The imageRUNNER ADVANCE Experience

All imageRUNNER ADVANCE devices are equipped with a conveniently
located Tutorial Button that is accessible to all users. With advanced
graphical design and a simple approach, it provides guidance on various
features of the device and assists users when creating workflows, to
make their day more efficient and productive.
Select imageRUNNER ADVANCE models also feature live-action video
demonstrations of how to replace consumables like toner and staple
cartridges as well as how to clean the platen glass. Animations provide
step-by-step simple instructions on clearing paper jams and closing the
cover, using enhanced full-motion animation, to help the user see where to
complete the necessary task.

advancing simplicity

You're Not Alone.
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To see our ease-of-use research results, please visit
www.canon.ca/simple

As an ENERGY STAR® Partner, Canon U.S.A., Inc. has determined that these products meet the ENERGY STAR guidelines for energy efficiency. ENERGY STAR and the ENERGY STAR
mark are registered marks in Canada. CANON, IMAGERUNNER, and MEAP are registered trademarks of Canon Inc. in Canada and may also be registered trademarks or trademarks in
other countries. All other referenced product names and marks are trademarks of their respective owners and are hereby acknowledged. Some items may not be available at this time;
please check for availability. All printer output images are simulated. Products are shown with optional accessories. Specifications and availability subject to change without notice.
*ABOUT THE CANON CHALLENGE. Canon Canada Inc. commissioned Environics Research Group Ltd. to conduct a single-blind research study to evaluate the ease of use of
the following comparable office copiers: Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE 6555i, the Xerox WorkCentre 5955, the Ricoh MP 6054, and the Konica Minolta bizhub 554e. The
target population of this research was Canadian office workers aged 25 and older living in Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto and Montreal who have some knowledge of using office
copiers. A final sample of 146 completed hands-on evaluations with basic copier workflows followed by an exit survey, including 34 in Toronto, 39 in Montreal, 37 in Vancouver,
and 36 in Calgary. In Toronto, 8 participated in follow-up focus groups because they indicated the Canon copier is easiest to use. The final survey sample was weighted by gender and region to be proportionately representative of the target population. The margin of error for a survey sample of this size is +/- 8.1 percentage points on the national
level, +/-16.8 percentage points in Toronto, +/-15.7 percentage points in Montreal, +/- 16.1 percentage points in Vancouver and +/- 16.3 percentage points in Calgary, 19 times
out of 20. Results of the follow-up focus group research are not statistically projectable to the population at large. When comparing Canon against one copier for ease of use,
Canon is counted if it is given a rank that is at least one rank higher than the copier to which it is being compared. This research study was conducted between December 15,
2015 and January 28, 2016. CANON® and imageRUNNER ADVANCE™, XEROX® and WORKCENTRE®, KONICA MINOLTA® and BIZHUB®, and RICOH® are trade-marks of Canon Inc.,
Xerox Corporation, Konica Minolta Holdings, Inc. and Konica Minolta Business Technologies, Inc., and Ricoh Company, Ltd., respectively. THIS IS A CANON ADVERTISEMENT.
©2016 Canon Canada Inc. All rights reserved.
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